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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

PLANT HATCH - UNil 1
NRC DOCKET 50-321

OPERATING LICENSE DPR-57
t.lCENSEE EVENT REPORT

INADEQUATE PROCEDURES RESULT IN
VIOLATIONS OF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS RE0VIRMENTS

Gentlemen:

In accordance with the requirements of 46 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i), Georgia
Power Company is submitting the enclosed Licensee Event Report (LER) ..concerning inadequate procedures $:hich resulted in viclations of Technical
Specification requirenents. This event occurred at Plart Hatch - Unit 1.

Sincerely,

[ -end?
[J.T.Beckham,J[

OCV/cr

Enclosure: LER 50-321/1992-017

cc: Georaia Power Company

Mr. H. L. Sumner, General Manager - Nuclear Plant
NORMS

U.S. Nuclttar Reaulatory Commission. Washinatan. 0.C.
Mr. K. Jabbour, Licensing Project Manager - Hatch

U.S. Nuclear Reaulatory Commission. Reaion 11
'> Mr. S. D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator

Hr, l. D. Wert, Senior Resident inspector + Hatch
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On 6/2f;/92 at 0910 CDT, Unit I wan in the Run trade at a power level of 2436 CMWT
(100% 1 ited therinal power) . At tout time, it was dete' mined that the
requirements of Unit 1 Technical Specifications Table 3.2 8, item 3, were not
being met during the monthly performance of survelliance procedure
575V-D11 008-1S, " Reactor Building Exhaust Vent fladiation Monitot instrament
FT." Specifically, the requirement to maintain operable one channel in a trip
system while the other channel in the same trip system is being tested was not
met. A jumper iastalled during the performtace of the procedure defeated the
trip signals from both exhaust vent radiation monit aring channels in the same,

crip system, rendering both channels inoperable. Further investigation revealed
the same problem existed with surveillance procedures 57SV D11 007 1S,
" Refueling Floor Exhaust Vent Radiation Monitor Instrument," and
57SV-D11 008 2S, "% actor Building Exhaust Vent Radiation Monitor Channel FT."
Also, it was detu ,,'ed that procedure 57SV-D11-007 25, " Refueling Floor Exhaust
Vent Radietion Monitor Instrument," did not meet che Unit 2 Technical
Specifications requirements for a functional test. Specifically, the functional
test did not verify proper operation of the refueling floor exhaust vent
radiation monitors' internal trip contacts.

The cause of this event is less than adequate procedures. Surveillance
procedures 575V D11 007-1S, 57SV-D11 008 IS, and 57SV D11-008 2S required the
use of jumpers which rendered both channels in a trip system innperable at the
same time. Procedure 57SV D11-007-2S did not completely test the channel as irequired for a functional test. Correctivo actions for this event include
revising procedure 575V-D11-007-25 and innplementing a design change.
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PIANT AND SYS'IEM IDENTIFICATION

General Electric Boiling Water Reactor
Energy Industry Identification System codes are identified in the text as (EIIS
Code XX).

DEGCRIPTION OF EVENT

On 6/26/92 at 0910 CDT, Unit 1 vss in the Run modo at a power level of 2436 CMV1
(100% rated thermal power). At that time, non licensed Nuclear Safety and
Compliance personnel were investigating an event in which a fuse had blown
during the performance of surveillance procedure 575V D11 008 1S, "Reactot
Building Exhaust Vent Radiation Monitor Instrument 17." (That event was
reported in Licenseo Event Report 50 321/1992 016, dated 7/10/92.) Pat - af the
investigation into the cause of the blown fuse focused on a jumper use during
the performance of the exhaust vetit radiation inonitor (EIIS Code IL) functienal
test. While it was concluded that inadvertent grounding of the jumper did not
cause the fuse to blow, it was noted by personnel investigating the event that
the placement of the jumper was such that 1">th exharst vent radiation monitor
channels in the same trip system were rendered inop: cable simultaneously. This
is contrary to Unit 1 Technical Specifications which requires that one channel
in a trip system remain operable while the other channel in the same trip system
is being tested.

There are four reactor building exhaust vent radiatioa monitors, 1D11 K609A
through D, which are arranged in two trip systems. The A and B monitors are in

! one trip system and the C and D monitors are in the other trip system. The
logic is such tant it takes a trip signal from both inonitors (channels) in a
trip system to actuate that trip system. - Actuation of either trip systein vill
then cause two of the four Standby Cas Treatment (SBGT, EIIS Code Bil) system
treins to start, Unit 1 Secondary Contaitunent inboard or outboard dampers to
isolate, and selected Group 2 Primary Containment Isolation system (PCIS, Ells

| Code JM) inboard c.r outbosed valves to close. Which trains start, dampers
isolate, and valves close depends on which trip system actuates. Actuation of
both trip systems, i .e , a tcip signal from all four radiation monitors, will
cause all four SBGT sy.aem trains to start, Unit 1 Secondary Containment inboard
and outboard dampers to isolate, and selected Group 2 PCIS inboard and outboard
valves to close.

Procedure 57SV D11 008 1S requires that a jumper be placed across the trip
output contacts in a trip system while the monitors in that syrtem are being
functionally tested. This is done to prevent the sbove listed actuations during
that portion of the functional test in which both monitors in the same trip
system are placed in the tripped condition. However, th" jumper effectively
renders both monitore in one trip system in9perable at the same time. This is
contrary to Technical Specifications requirements which state that only one
channel may be inoperable at a time during requirvd surveillance testing.
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Further investigation revealed the sarr.e requirement was not being met during the
monthly performance of surveillance procedures $75V D11007 IS, " Refueling Floor
Exhaust Vent Radiation Monitor Instrument," and 575V D11 008 2S, " Reactor
Building Exhaust Vent Radiation Monitor Channel PT." T channel, trip system,
and logic arrangements for the Unit a refueling floor exhaust vent radiation
monitors and the Unit 2 rn-U tor tilding exhaust vent radiation monitors are the
same as previously descrad for the Unit I reactor building exhaust vent
radiation monitors. The functional tests, including the use of jumpers, are the
same as well. Therefore, the jumpers used in the respective functional tests
rendered both channels in the same trip system inoperable contrary to the
requirements of the Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications.

The investigation also determined that procedure 575V D11 007 2S, " Refueling
Floor Exhaust Vent Radiation Monitor Instrtunent," did not meet the Unit 2
Technical Specifications requirements for a functional test. Specifically, the
functional test required by Unit 2 Technical Specifications Table 4.3.2-1,
item 2, did not verify proper operation of the refueling floor exhaust vent
radiation monitors' internal trip contacts. These contacts open on a high
radiation signal and provide trip signals to the trip systems. Verification
that these contacts open on a simulated high radiation signal was not performed
as part of the monthly functional test; therefore, the Unit 2 Technical
Specifications requirement to verify channel trip functioas during the
functional test was not met.

CAUSE OF THE EVENT

The '.ause of this event is less than adequate procedures. Surveillance
protedures 57SV-D11 007 15, 57SV D11 008-1S, and 57SV D11 008-2S required the

c.* iumpers in order to prevent unwanted Engineered Safety-Feature systemusa
actuations h ring p rformance of portions of the procedures, However, due to
'he logic ariangement, the jumpers effectively rendered both channels in a trip
system inoperable at the same tirne. Surveillance procedure 57SV D11-007-2S did
not completely test the Unit 2 refueling floor vent exhaust radiation monitors
in that the proper operation of their internal trip contact was not verified.

REPORTABILITY ANALYSIS AND SAFETY nSSESSMENT

This event is reportable per 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1) because a condition existed
c

which was prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications. Specifically, l
Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications requirements concerning minimum
number of operable channels were not met daring the performance of certain
surveillances. Functional test procedures 57SV D11 007 1S, 575V D11 008 1S, and
575V-D11008-2S require the installation of jumpers which render inoperable both
channels of refueling floor or reactor building exhaust vent radiation moaitoru
in the save trip system. This is contrary to the operability raquirements of
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Unit 1 Technical Specifications Table 3.2-8, items 2 and 3, and Unit 2 Technical
Specificctions Tabic 3.3.2-1, item 2.

The Unit I requirement / allowance for maintaining the remaining channel (s)
operable in the trip system being tested is not explicitly listed in Table
3.2 8; it has been applied to this specification from the RPS and PCIS
instrumentation specifications, Tables 3.1 1 and 3.2 1, respectively, of the
Unit 1 Technical Specifications. The same requirement on Unit 2 is explicitly
listed in Table 3.3.2 1.

Additionally, functional test procedure 575V D11 007 2S did not test completely
the Unit 2 refueling iloor exhaust vent rarliat ion monitor channels per Unit 2
Technical Specifications Tabic 4.3.2 1, item 2.

The reactor building and refueling floor exhaust vent radiation monitoring
systems are designed to monitor the exhaust vent frcm their respective areas and
to initiate automatic actions to control the release of radioactive material to
the environs when abnormal amounts of radioactive material are detected.

Exhaust vent high radiation signals isolate the normal ventilation systems and
initiate the SBGT systems to ensure the radioactive material is filtered through
the SBGT system trains before being discharged to the environs via an elevated
release point, i.e., the Main Stack. In the case of the reactor bud.1 ding
exhaust vent high radiation signal, selected Group 2 PCIS valves also close in
crder to isolate possible radioactive material leakage paths that may have
caused the high radiation condition.

In this event, two monitors in a single trip system were rendered inoperable for
short periods of time (less than two hours a month) during performance of the/

Tichnical Specifications required functional test. This prevented a signal from
that trip system from actuating Engineered Safety Feature systems. Ilowever, one
'. rip system was always operable and would have actuated suf ficient systems to\ perform the design filtration and isolation functions on a high radiation
signal. Furthermore, in the event of actuation of the one trip system and
confirmation of the high radiation condition, it would be simply a matter of
r:cmoving one or two jumpera (a few seconds work) to allow the other trip system,

to actuate the redundant Engineered Safety Feature systems.

Also in this event, it was determined that the internal trip contacts of Unit 2 '

refueling floor exhaust vent radiation raonitors were not being directly tested
as part of the monthly functional test; the test did, however, provide an
indirect indication that the trip contact was functioning. -The contacts were,
and are, being tested directly as part of the Logic Systet runctional Test~

performed during each refueling outago.

The trip contacts are part of the same relay at the annunciator contacts. The
functional test did verify receipt f the high radiation annunciator on a
simulated high radiation sige.41. The receipt of the annunciator confirmed that
the internal trip relay de energized upon receipt of a high radiation signal.
Since the relay changes state during testing, it to reasonable to assume the

. - . - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - ._ a
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trip contacts opened as well. It is highly unlikely that the trip contacts
would fall to open if the annunciator were received. Therefore, i t is

, reasonable to conclude that the verification of receipt of the annunciator and
I the performance of the Logic System functional Test were sufficient to verify
I the proper operation of the trip contacts.

Based on the above analysis, it is concluded that this event had no adverse
effect on nuclear safety. This analysis is applicable to all operating
conditions.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

As a temporary n:casure, the Limiting Condition for Operation for two inoperable
channels in the refueling floor or reactor building exhaust vent radiation

i sfstem will be entered during the performance of the applicable functional test.

Wiring changes will be impicmented to allow the internal trip contacts of each
monitor to be tested without having to make both channels in the same trip

; system 1ioperabic. Until such time as the wl. ring changes can be made, the
i applicable Limiting Condition for Operation will be entered during the
l pr-formance of each functional test.
!

| Procedure 57SV D11 007 25 vill be changed prior to its next scheduled
i performance to test the internal trip contact in the Unit 2 refueling floor
'

exhaust vent radiation monitors. This also will require the Limiting Condition
for Operation for two inoperable refueling floor exhaust vent radir' ion monitors
to be entered during performance of the procedure.

ADD?TIONAL INFORMATION

No systems other than those mentioned in this report were affected by this
event.

'

No failed components caused or resulted from this event.

Previous similar events in the last two years in which inadequate procedures
resulted in conditions prohibited by the plant's Technical Specifications were
reported in the following Licenset Event Reports;

50 321/1990 019, dated 10/23/90,
50 321/1990-023, dated 1/9/91,
50-321/1991-008, dated 4/19/91,
50 321/1991. 011, dated 7/9/91,
50-321/1991 012, dated 7/17/91,
50-321/1991-024, dated 11/12/91,
50 321/1991 025, dated 11/22/91,
50-321/1992-011, dated 5/29/92.
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Ct,rrective actions for these previous events would not have prevet.ted this event
because the previous events involved different procedures. Moreover, the
Company believes that no administrative changes in procedure 1,rocessing are
necessary to assure that Technical Specifications are correctly implemented.
Corrections will continue to be incorporated into procedures when they are found
necessary.
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